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this sensational pool built by east Coast pools provides family fun, is great for entertaining and is aesthetically 
appealing – an ideal result for the homeowners’ needs. its eye-catching, negative edge feature creates a strong visual 
impact, giving the appearance of water cascading over the edge, and immediately enhances the outdoor space.

Colin slogget of east Coast pools designed the featured pool in conjunction with the homeowner. their aim was to 
enhance the area between the house and the tennis court. the result seamlessly integrated with the existing home 
due to the use of limestone paving and deck areas. 

the outdoor area was enhanced by a state-of-the-art spa, fitted with six spa electrics venturi jets, and led lights for 
the pool which ensures a stunning reflective glow at night, in addition to the deck and garden lights. Further value was 
added to the project by the pool’s energy saving qualities, including the utilisation of solar heating.
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Working on a slope provided challenges, but the end result of this fully tiled 10m x 4m concrete pool with its 
fantastic cascading swim out ledge was well worth it. the client’s outdoor space has been transformed into a perfect 
entertainment area for kids to splash around in, and to accommodate family and friends. the adjoining pool cabana 
and surrounds were designed and constructed by scott at Classy Constructions (0412 319 909), adding the perfect 
finishing touch.   

east Coast pools was established in 2001, and continue to maintain a commitment to quality, service and attentive 
project management. owner Colin sloggett has over 25 years experience in swimming pool and landscape construction, 
and together with his skilled team will design and construct your swimming pool, spa, landscape and exterior spaces, 
looking after your entire project, from initial concept to design and construction.

east Coast pools’ emphasis on quality can be seen at all stages of the design and construction process, with the use 
of quality, state-of-the-art materials and techniques, together with reputable and reliable tradespersons.

at east Coast pools, beautiful pool designs, combined with imagination, quality workmanship and attentive project 
management, will ensure your finished pool looks as good as it feels.
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